How resource quality differentially affects motivation and ability to fight in hermit crabs
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Contesting animals typically gather information about the resource value and that information affects fight motivation. However, it is possible that particular resource characteristics alter the ability to fight independently of the motivation. Using hermit crabs, we investigate how the resource in terms of shell quality affects both motivation and ability to fight. These crabs fight for shells, but those shells have to be carried and may impose physiological costs that impede fight vigour. We find that the shell has different effects on motivation and ability. Potential attackers in very small shells were highly motivated to attack but, rather than having enhanced ability, unexpectedly quickly fatigued and subsequently were not more successful in the fights than were crabs in larger shells. We also examined whether defending crabs could gather information about the attacker's shell from the vigour of the attack. Defending crabs gave up quickly when a potential gain had been assessed, indicating that such information had been gathered. However, there was no indication that this could be owing to the activity of the attacker and the information is probably gathered via visual assessment of the shell.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fight outcomes are typically determined by two main factors. One is the resource-holding potential (RHP) [1] or the ability to fight and is typically correlated with body size and/or condition [2]. The other is the resource, the value of which is commonly assessed by both contestants [3], but sometimes by just one [4], and is positively related to fight motivation in terms of willingness to initiate and remain in the fight [5]. Ownership also affects outcome, often because it directly affects RHP, in which case the effect is termed resource-correlated RHP [6,7]. For example, in speckled wood butterflies, sun spot territory holders are more likely than intruders to win because sunspots increase the body temperature and hot males are more likely to win ([8], but see [9]). Further, male amphipods holding females in amplexus are considerably more likely to win against intruders because of a positional advantage that enhances RHP [10]. In these cases, holding any sunspot territory or female amphipod seems to enhance RHP, but it is possible that variation in these could cause variation in resource-correlated RHP. That is, sun spots may vary in thermal quality and thus vary body temperature and hence resource-correlated RHP. With amphipods, a male that carries a large female faces an increased energetic cost in terms of depleted glycogen and lipids [11] and the poorer condition might negatively affect the male's resource-correlated RHP. Another example, not involving physiological change, concerns contests over burrows, the width of which might affect how easily an intruder is excluded [12]. Thus, variation in resource quality might commonly influence resource-correlated RHP. Here, with hermit crabs, we examine the effects of carrying shells of different sizes/weights on the ability to fight for alternative shells.

Hermit crabs carry empty snail shells for protection, but excessive shell weight decreases mobility [13] and growth [14] and increases haemolymph lactate levels [15]. To reduce weight, crabs might take a small shell, but protection is reduced because the crab cannot withdraw fully [16,17] and lactate is also elevated, probably because of restricted flow of oxygenated water to the gills [18]. Therefore, a hermit crab requires a shell that is not too heavy and not too small for its body size and crabs in poor shells are highly motivated to acquire shells that are nearer to their optimum [19]. They are more likely to initiate fights by which they take shells from other crabs [20–24]. In these shell fights, hermit crabs assume different roles, where the initiator attacks and the other defends. The attacker, usually the larger, grasps the opponent’s shell and then engages in shell rattling, by pulling the two shells towards each other such that they repeatedly impact with high energy [25,26]. If the defender is evicted from the shell, the attacker can take the defender’s shell and hence win the contested resource. The defender then takes the abandoned shell of the attacker [20]. Alternatively, the attacker may give up prior to evicting the defender.

Fights typically impose a physiological cost [27] and result in the depletion of energy reserves [10,28] and the accumulation of lactate in muscle tissues [29]. Lactate accumulates when demands for muscular action exceed the available oxygen for aerobic respiration and the animal uses anaerobic respiration. High lactate causes fatigue and reduces the ability to win [29]. This is particularly clear in hermit crab fights, where lactate rapidly
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accumulates in attackers [30]. It constrains the vigour of their rapping [22,24], and the number of raps per bout [22] and the power of raps decline as the fight progresses [24]. Attackers that maintain high vigour are more likely to evict the opponent and gain the shell [24,30]. Crabs with a high aerobic capacity owing to high levels of haemocyanin [31] or high levels of metal ions that enhance oxygen affinity of haemocyanin [32] show increased stamina in fights. Thus, physiological condition has marked effects on the ability of hermit crabs to fight. The current shell might influence the ability of the attacker to fight because of the shell’s effects on physiological state.

Information about shells is critical to the decisions that crabs make during these contests. The attacker assesses the quality of the defender’s shell by feeling it with its appendages and escalation to rapping is more likely and continues for longer if it offers a large improvement on its current shell [20,33], suggesting that they are more motivated to obtain the contested resource when the benefits are high [25]. Defenders also have information about their current shell. Those with private information that their shell is of poor quality, owing to sand being glued to the interior, readily evacuate those shells when attacked, indicating that defenders’ motivation is also influenced by its resource value [34]. Thus, the resource value influences the motivation of each contestant and influences strategic decisions. However, these fights are unusual because both opponents start and finish with a resource and both could gain from the encounter, for example, if a large crab in a shell too small for it exchanged shells with a small crab in a shell too large for it. Hazlett [35] showed that evictions occur more quickly if the defender could gain from exchange [36,37] and suggested that crabs ‘negotiate’ rather than fight. For this, the defender, like the attacker, must have information about both shells. However, while it clearly has information about its current shell [34,38], there seems to be no way to assess the attacking crab’s shell as the defender remains withdrawn into its own shell throughout the fight [33]. Here, we consider whether the attacker’s ability to fight vigorously is affected by shell size and whether the vigour of rapping might convey information to the defender about the suitability of the attacker’s shell for the defender.

In this study, we vary the quality of the attacker’s current resource but keep the quality of the defender’s shell the same. The primary aim is to disentangle effects of current resource quality on fight motivation and resource-correlated RHP or fight ability of the attacker. Motivation may be inferred by the willingness to initiate (i.e. assume the attacker role and the physiological cost the crab is prepared to pay). The latter was gauged by lactate levels at the end of the fight. Shell-induced variation in ability may be shown by the vigour of shell rapping, particularly during the early bouts of rapping. A second aim is to investigate whether rapping vigour provides information to the defender as to attacker’s shell quality. If so, we predict swift evictions and more shell exchanges when the attacker’s shell is suitable for the defender.

2. METHODS

Hermit crabs (Pagurus bernhardus) were collected from the shore at Minerstown, County Down, Northern Ireland (54°15′1″N, 05°42′12″W), from July to November 2008, held in tanks (30 x 48 x 14 cm) filled with aerated, ultraviolet (UV)-filtered, sea water with a constant temperature of 12°C and a 12:12 D light cycle, and fed twice a week on snail meat (Littorina littorea). Crabs were removed from their shells using a bench vice, dried, by patting with paper towels, weighed and sexed. Each was assigned to a same sex pair so that one was approximately 20 per cent lower weight than the other (female pairs n = 84, male pairs n = 46). Both sexes were included in the study to increase the sample size as it was difficult match crabs by the required weights. The weight of the larger crab varied between 0.214 and 1.252 g (x = 0.492, ±0.177) and the weight of the smaller crab varied between 0.169 and 1.031 g (x = 0.389, ±0.142). These pairs were randomly allocated into three groups (by drawing lots) and each crab was given a specific shell according to their group. All smaller crabs of each pair were given a shell that was the optimal weight for the larger crab and thus too heavy for the smaller crab (optimal weights determined from preliminary choice experiments and regression analysis). In group A (n = 44), the large crab was given a shell 50 per cent too heavy for the small crab (i.e. 45% too heavy for the large crab), in group B (n = 42), the large crab was given a shell that was of optimal weight for the small crab (i.e. 10% too light for the large crab) and in group C (n = 44), the large crab was given a shell 50 per cent too light for the small crab (i.e. 55% too light for the large crab). Each crab was placed in individual, numbered pots (9 x 15 cm) containing UV-filtered sea water and aerated overnight. The shells were from L. littorea, collected from the same shore as the hermit crabs.

The observation arena comprised a crystallizing dish (diameter 13.5 cm, height 7.5 cm) with a layer of course gravel as a substrate, filled with 800 ml of UV-filtered sea water and placed behind a one-way mirror. A microphone (Yoga dynamic DM-2100), with a waterproof latex cover, was hung into the centre of the arena at a height of 2.5 cm from the bottom. The microphone was connected to a solid-state, digital recorder (Marantz PM600 Prof.), and Avisoft-SASLab pro-software was used to calculate times between raps and bouts and numbers of raps and bouts from each fight, while AUDACITY 1.2.6 software was used to obtain the amplitude of each rap. A bout of rapping was defined as a series of individual raps separated by short gaps (less than 1 s). The crabs were placed at opposite sides of the arena at the same time and recording continued until either the defender was evicted or the attacker gave up, or if no fight occurred for 25 min. Each crab was immediately dropped into a canister of liquid nitrogen and then removed and defrosted for 45 min. Haemolymph samples were drawn from the base of the third and fourth walking legs using a syringe and analysed for lactate levels using a lactate meter (ARKRAY Lactate Pro).

(a) Statistical analysis

STATVIEW v. 15.0 and SPSS v. 17.0 were used for the analyses. The data were tested for normality using Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests and, if required, were log transformed before carrying out parametric analyses. $\chi^2$ and G tests, when the former were not appropriate, were used in the initial exploration of contingency data, followed by analysis of variance and regression analysis for continuous measures. As the aim of the experiment was to investigate the effects of the larger crab’s shell on the larger crab’s motivation and
ability, cases where the small crab initiated the fight were excluded in subsequent analyses on measures of fight vigour. There was no difference between male and female pairs on motivation to engage in a contest ($\chi^2 = 0.452$, $p = 0.501$). There were no gender effects on the probability of eviction ($\chi^2 = 0.470$, $p = 0.493$) and no significant difference between genders for the lactate of the attacker ($F_{1,67} = 0.505$, $p = 0.4799$) or defender ($F_{1,67} = 2.321$, $p = 0.1323$); therefore, gender was not considered in any further analyses.

### 3. RESULTS

Of the 130 interactions, 96 resulted in a fight (table 1), of which there were 70 evictions and 26 non-evictions (table 2). Fights were significantly more likely in group C, when the larger crab was in a shell much too small for it than in the other two groups ($\chi^2 = 10.06$, $p = 0.0066$; table 1). Overall, larger crabs were more likely than smaller crabs to initiate the fight (69 versus 27; $\chi^2 = 18.37$, $p < 0.001$) and, when they initiated a fight, were more likely to evict their opponent than were smaller crabs ($\chi^2 = 22.02$, $p < 0.0001$, large: 60/99, small: 10/27; table 2). A larger proportion of fights were initiated by the larger crab compared with the smaller crab in group C than in the other two groups ($\chi^2 = 11.44$, $p = 0.0033$; table 2). However, for fights initiated by the larger crab, there was no significant difference between groups in the probability of eviction ($G^2 = 0.855$, $p = 0.650$).

For fights initiated by the larger crab, the number of bouts of rapping prior to eviction was greatest in group A and fewest in group B ($F_{2,65} = 3.873$, $p = 0.0258$). A cumulative plot (figure 1) shows that the majority of group B defenders gave up within three bouts of rapping compared with over 10 bouts for group A.

To examine ability, the first three bouts of each fight were examined irrespective of fight outcome. The first three bouts were chosen as this avoids confounding effects of fight duration and because few fights in group B exceeded three bouts. Amplitude decreased across the first three bouts of rapping ($F_{2,80} = 4.067$, $p = 0.021$), but there was no effect of group ($F_{2,80} = 0.4601$, $p = 0.4601$) and there was no interaction ($F_{4,80} = 0.446$, $p = 0.775$; figure 2). There was no change in the pause duration over the first three pauses ($F_{2,70} = 1.203$, $p = 0.307$) and no effect of group ($F_{2,70} = 1.536$, $p = 0.229$) and there was no interaction ($F_{4,70} = 0.142$). Gaps between raps (within a bout) increased across the first three bouts ($F_{1,84} = 5.354$, $p = 0.006$), but there was no effect of group ($F_{2,84} = 0.516$, $p = 0.601$) and there was no interaction ($F_{4,84} = 1.809$, $p = 0.135$; figure 3). The number of raps per bout did not differ over the first three bouts of rapping ($F_{2,86} = 2.258$, $p = 0.111$) and there was no effect of group ($F_{2,86} = 0.212$, $p = 0.810$) but there was an interaction effect ($F_{5,86} = 2.686$, $p = 0.037$; figure 4). The number of raps per bout in group B declined more than did those of the other two groups, in fact, in groups A and B they seem to increase.

Lactate of attackers did not vary with fight outcome ($F_{1,63} = 0.001$, $p = 0.9714$) or group ($F_{2,63} = 0.832$, $p = 0.4401$); however, there was a significant interaction effect ($F_{2,63} = 4.043$, $p = 0.0223$). In groups A and B, attackers gaining eviction had higher lactate than attackers that gave up, whereas in group C the reverse was found (figure 5). Post hoc tests revealed no difference between fight outcomes for groups A and B, but a significant difference for group C ($t_{33} = 2.464$, $p = 0.0191$).
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Figure 1. Cumulative plot showing the number of crabs giving up after each bout of rapping for all three groups. Black circles, A; grey circles, B; white circles, C.
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Figure 2. Mean ± s.e. mean amplitude of raps per bout for the three groups. Black bars, A; grey bars, B; white bars, C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fight</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no fight</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lactate of defenders did not vary with fight outcome ($F_{1,63} = 0.360, p = 0.5506$) or group ($F_{2,63} = 0.504, p = 0.6067$), and there was no interaction effect ($F_{2,63} = 0.503, p = 0.6072$).

4. DISCUSSION

We used the probability of taking the attacker role as a measure of fight motivation. Overall, the larger contestants took the attacker role more often than did the smaller, showing that size is a major determinant in fight decisions [2,39], but the larger crab was significantly more likely to take that role when its current shell was much too small. Small shells offer less protection from predators and may restrict respiration, and a high motivation was expected. However, we had expected that crabs in shells that were much too large would also be highly motivated [19], but this was not found.

A second measure of motivation was the physiological cost in terms of accumulation of lactate that the attacker was prepared to pay for the contested resource. There was a significant interaction between group and outcome; attackers in shells that were much too small that eventually gave up, revealing the cost they were prepared to pay [2], had particularly high lactate, and significantly higher than those that effected an eviction before revealing their cost threshold. Thus again, attackers in very small shells appear to have had a high motivation compared with the other groups. The present data thus suggest that a shell that is too small is worse than one that is too large. However, this is consistent with the finding that while very small shells cause elevated lactate, large shells, similar to sizes used here, do not [18]. Resource quality clearly influences fight motivation in the present study and across a range of taxa [5].

To investigate variation in resource-correlated RHP, we examined the vigour of rapping because this appears to be an honest signal of ability [40]. Rapping is energetically demanding [24,30,41], and crabs that fight with high vigour, indicated by short pauses between bouts and powerful raps, gain evictions [21]. Thus, shell rapping advertises true ability, and crabs that are in poor condition because they occupy unfavourable shells were predicted not to be able to rap as well as stronger individuals. Further, this effect should be apparent early in the contest as the physiological effects of unfavourable shells should be established prior to the contest. However, we found no difference in the vigour of rapping that was dependent upon an immediate effect of the current resource. The amplitude of raps decreased over the first three bouts, whereas gap duration within bouts increased, consistent with the idea of fatigue inhibiting the ability to fight [25]. Crabs with small, light shells should be able to move them with less energy demand during a fight, and therefore be able to rap more easily. However, rather than showing greater vigour, crabs with very small shells
seemed to become fatigued more quickly because the number of raps per bout seemed to decline in this group. A recent study indicated that non-fighting crabs in very small shells surprisingly had elevated lactate levels possibly because of reduced respiratory flow though the small shell aperture [18]. At the start of the fight, this elevated lactate does not immediately affect vigour, but apparently results in a more rapid fatigue in terms of raps per bout. Further, we note the higher lactate in this group for attackers that eventually gave up despite the duration of contests not being greater for attackers in very small shells compared with those in very large shells; indeed the trend was for the opposite. This is consistent with the idea that very small shells impose a physiological cost that affects resource-correlated RHP. We note that despite the very high motivation of attackers in small shells, there was no increase in their ability to evict the opponent. It seems that the high motivation was offset by a decreased ability of this group.

There are similarities between our findings and those of other studies, such as those investigating the differing thermal effects of sun spots on fighting ability for territorial butterflies [8] and the physiological effects of carrying females in male amphipods [11]. Thus, rather than resources having the same resource-correlated effect, the size of the effect is determined by some aspect of resource quality. We argue that although rarely studied, this effect is likely to be widespread. For example, it should occur in any system in which the resource can vary in size and has to be carried by the owner, such as scorpionflies carrying prey items that serve as nuptial gifts [42], males carrying females and a wide range of animals that carry shelters, all of which will affect the physiological state of the owner. There might be mechanical constraints for males holding females, and the male’s grasp may be more easily maintained for a particular female size irrespective of physiological cost, and mechanical constraints of a wide range of animals defending shelters of different sizes [12]. Thermal effects might be widespread among ectotherms [8].

According to the negotiation model [35,36], there should have been significantly more evictions in group B, when the attacker was in a shell that was of optimal size for the defender. However, this was not found. Nevertheless, defenders in group B gave up more quickly than those in other groups. This agrees with another prediction of the negotiation hypothesis. The value of the defender’s shell influences how long it persists in defence [34], but here groups did not differ in terms of defender’s shell. Crucially, this indicates that the defender must be gaining some information on the quality of the attacker’s shell [36]. However, there is no indication here that this is owing to the ability of attackers to rap when in particular shells as attackers in this group did not rap with greater vigour. It is not clear how the defender may gain information on the attacker’s shell. Hazlett [36,37] suggested that shell rapping may provide the defender with information on the quality of the attacker’s shell by the harmonics of the sounds produced [43]. However, no evidence to support this idea has yet been found. Second, Hazlett [37] suggested that hermit crabs can gain information on shell size using visual cues, and it may be possible for defending crabs to assess the quality of the attacker’s shell during the pre-fight approach. However, it is thought that this visual assessment from a distance is limited and further information on shell quality must be gained from direct contact with the shell [44]. The original negotiation hypothesis [35] arose from a study of large/old hermit crabs of the same species used here. The studies that failed to support negotiation used smaller (young) crabs [17,33]. Those used here were larger and hence older, and it is possible that hermit crabs develop the ability to assess shells from a distance. Although the evidence of the present study supports the idea that defenders are able to gather information about the attacker’s shell, it does not support the idea of negotiation per se. Each contestant simply uses the information that it can access to make optimal decisions during agonistic encounters [5].

To conclude, shell quality has different effects on the motivation and ability of attackers to fight. Defenders give up quickly when they can gain an optimum shell, indicating that they gather information about attacker’s shell quality. These data indicate the complexity of these fights and the interplay between information affecting motivation of each competitor and physical characteristics of resources affecting their fight ability. In particular, we note that variation in resource-correlated RHP found here is likely to be widespread among taxa.
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